Coffee
A full range to cater for all tastes, including Kenco® for an everyday treat, and a number of options from Nescafé®, the nation’s
favourite coffee served with the best coffee creamer there is.

KENCO® Smooth Coffee
A superior blend of the finest beans, KENCO Smooth is a medium roasted, freeze dried
instant coffee - expertly roasted to capture a smooth, mild taste and aroma.

NESCAFÉ® Decaffeinated
All the flavour of NESCAFÉ® – but without the caffeine.

9oz Coffee (KLIX® OUTLOOK® only)
The great taste of NESCAFÉ® GOLD BLEND® in the Large 9oz Cup.

NESCAFÉ® GOLD BLEND®
A smooth tasting, medium roast coffee with rich aroma - the UK’s No.1. premium instant
coffee.

Speciality Coffees
Sometimes an indulgence is actually a necessity – that’s why we have a dedicated category of drinks that provide a small
personal reward, every day.

Maxwell House® Cappuccino
A classic cappuccino with milky notes and the great flavour of Maxwell House coffee.

Maxwell House® Vanilla Latte
An indulgent aroma of vanilla with a well-rounded, sweet taste.

9oz Speciality Coffee (KLIX® OUTLOOK® only)
A new selection of NESCAFÉ® and GALAXY® speciality coffee drinks in the Large 9oz Cup.

NESCAFÉ® Cappuccino
Frothy, Italian-style coffee.

NESCAFÉ® Latte
A light and milky coffee.

GALAXY® MOCHA
A superior and rich, smooth blend of chocolate and coffee.

Tea
PG Tips® – the best loved tea brand in the UK and served the way it should be – a real tea bag and a special whitener
formulated specifically for tea. Looking for a healthier option? Then Lipton® Lemon Tea is the answer - perfect for the health
conscious consumer.

PG tips® Tea bag
PG tips, made with plantation fresh tips, is 100% natural. We only use the top two leaves
and a bud, known as the tips, for a great tasting cuppa!

PG tips® Tea Granules

Lipton® Lemon Tea
The tangy, fresh taste of Lemon Tea provides a refreshing hot drink, and is a great source of
hydration. One cup contains 53% of your recommended daily allowance (RDA) of vitamin C.

Chocolate
There’s always the occasion when nothing else will do and a hot chocolate is the only drink that will hit the spot. In fact, hot
chocolate accounts for one in ten drinks consumed in the workplace. KLIX® offers two tasty chocolatey drinks, one of which
low calorie for those who want a guilt-free treat.

Chocamento™
Take a moment to enjoy a tasty chocolate indulgence drink.

GALAXY® Light Style
An indulgent coffee drink with the silky smooth taste of
GALAXY®.

KLIX Soups
Whether it’s warding off winter blues or adding a little more variety to that lunchtime break, every KLIX® should feature at lea
one ‘warmer’.

Knorr Tomato Soup
A thick, creamy tomato soup.
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Knorr Vegetable Soup with Croutons
A rich vegetable soup.

Cold Drinks
Demand for chilled drinks is rising and it’s not just about changing tastes, it’s about staying hydrated. From chilled water to
refreshing fruit drinks, KLIX® has all the answers.

BRITA® Water
Clear, clean, great tasting water from the market leaders in water filtration (Only suitab le for
KLIX® OUTLOOK® Systems).

KLIX® Chilled Water
Stay hydrated with pure, clear chilled water from KLIX®.

Lemon and Lime Flavoured Water
A great tasting and thirst quenching flavoured water with fewer than 10 calories per drink.

Starburst Orange
Orange juice drink made from real fruit juices.

Starburst Tropical
Tropical fruit juice drink made from passion fruit, pineapple and papaya.

